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Hi, I’m Nenad...

- Digital marketing since 2005

- Married an American in 2009

- Moved to Silicon Valley in 2010

- Worked in-house @ Upwork, 

LendingTree, Reply Inc.

- Founded LeanSEM in 2015

- Opportunity gap

- Really help good companies 

grow



Our partners



We’re still working with more than 50% of the clients that 
we’ve signed

20% of the clients that left came back

95% of all of our clients recommend us

Because we get results and insights, fast!

In-house level of PPC strategy & execution services



“we spend $200K a month on PPC… 
how can we scale to a $1M profitably?”

1. Our clients main question



What makes a 
world-class marketer?



Truth seeker.

1. A world-class marketer is a



My biggest mistake



Manual bidding campaigns were ruling the 
PPC world.

1. The time was 2013...



I got more of the right clicks for 30% less, 
but 

conversions dropped?!

1. The results were…  worse



Automatic bidding worked better for this 
industry

1. Elance & Odesk merged to create UpWork



1. What I learned

Never assume you know, always test. 
Always seek the truth. 



To get to the truth you need to create a 
system for testing everything.

1. Stay dynamic!



How do you create a system?



The end goal is traffic control

The LeanSEM wayHow PPC is usually done 

Scaling = Collecting 
rainfall with a pot

Scaling = Directing the 
flow with a faucet system



● Who is the user?
● What’s the USP?
● Who are the competitors and their USP?
● What worked and what didn’t so far?

Build your hypothesis!

1. Get organized and make a plan



Does manual or automatic work better? Is 
a hybrid approach necessary?

1. Account structure & traffic flow



Do you know the true potential of your 
keywords?

(P1, P2, Sidekick)

1. Targeting



Build hypothesis around keyword intent or 
user persona. Evolve them over time.

1. Messaging



Analyse how the system behaves when 
you introduce a change.

1. Ongoing analysis and scaling



The end goal is traffic control

The LeanSEM wayHow PPC is usually done 

Scaling = Collecting 
rainfall with a pot

Scaling = Directing the 
flow with a faucet system



The future of Google Ads



1. Google YoY revenue



● Google sets the price on their traffic
● Level the playing field
● The “smart pricing” concept is 

questionable

1. What’s up with Google?



You are a doctor a pilot and a teacher.

1. Who is the Google marketer of the future?



1. There is no smart work, without hard work.



A person who runs 2 tests annually or 12?

1. Who has better chance of success:



Thank you!


